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TRAINING EFFECT

"This is the alien that prevents the night watchman in Yali City from finding the missing person?"

Gu An looked at the wooden door.

Lu Yuan nodded and said, "This should be a Grade B alien. For specific functions, President Gu,
you can test it yourself."

"Well, that's good."

Gu An nodded.

Lu Yuan thought for a while, and said seriously, "Yes, there is one more thing."

Seeing Lu Yuan's serious expression, Gu An was taken aback, and asked, "What's the matter?"

Lu Ze said: "When I first arrived in Yali City, in order to confirm the traces of the alien material, I
also investigated the Night Watchman branch. I found that Tang Fei might have something wrong
with it. Maybe it has something to do with the alien material. I hope President Gu can do it.
Seriously let people watch him."

Upon hearing this, Gu An and Secretary Liu's pupils shrank, a little surprised.

After the atmosphere fell silent, Gu An slowly said:

"You mean, there may be an alien in the Night Watch Division?! But if he is an alien, what will he
do in the Night Watch Division?"

Lu Yuan shook his head: "I don't know. It's just that after I defeated the Soul Eater Battle Emperor,
Tang Fei's performance was very wrong. It seems that it may have something to do with Soul
Eater."

Gu An frowned slightly, and then nodded solemnly: "I know, I will let someone investigate and
monitor him."

"That's good."
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Lu Yuan told Gu An about Tang Fei, and he was relieved a lot.

He doesn't need to care too much about what is really wrong next.

At the very least, the Red Maple Empire has a lot of war emperors, and there are also a few war

emperors.

It is not his turn to do anything, unless it is really dangerous.

Later, Lu Yuan followed Secretary Liu to the underground storage room.

Lu Yuan didn't enter the core area of   the containment chamber because he was a little worried

that after the Evolution Cube had absorbed the unknown aura inside, those alien objects would riot
again.

If anything happens, it's not good.

However, Lu Yuan found that the guards in the underground containment room were much more

than before.

There were ten people, eight of them were King of War, and two of them turned out to be

powerhouses of the King of War.

It can be seen that Gu An had noticed his anonymous report letter before.

With so many powerful people, if there is an accident, it should be able to block it for a while, until
the emperor warrior rushes over, right?

No, maybe there is a strong emperor hiding in the dark here, maybe?

It's just that Lu Yuan didn't find it.

Seeing the guards in the underground containment room, Lu Yuan felt quite settled.

After finishing all this, Lu Yuan left the night watchman headquarters and returned to the villa in
Bailiu District.

Unless there is an urgent mission next time, Lu Yuan is notified, otherwise, Lu Yuan does not
intend to continue the mission.

Continue to practice.

Two days later, Lu Yuan's light gate was restored and he could enter the land of origin again.



…………

White light flashed by, and Lu Yuan's body appeared in the martial arts hall in Tianluo City.

The Evolution Cube in Lu Yuan's body suddenly shook.

The next moment, his consciousness soared into the sky, and once again came to the sky above the
huge land.

He could feel the connection between the Evolution Cube and several regions. Compared with the
stone stele that passed that day's proud list last time, the connection has deepened a bit.

Lu Yuan was a little surprised, what's the situation?

Last time, it was because it was connected to the Tianjiao List Stone Tablet, so that strange
phenomenon occurred.

Why did it become like this when I just came in this time?

Then Lu Yuan thought of something, the Evolution Cube had just completed its transformation.

His gaze flickered. Could it be that the evolution of the Cube will deepen the connection with some

places in the Origin?

Lu Yuan was thinking about the problem, and suddenly he felt a sense of falling, and his
consciousness returned to his body again.

Lu Yuan glanced around and found that although the genetic warriors coming and going around all
looked at Lu Yuan, their awe-inspiring eyes were similar to before, and he probably didn't notice
Lu Yuan's abnormality.

This relieved him.

Afterwards, Lu Yuan thought, and realized that even if he left his body without consciousness, he
seemed to be able to vaguely feel the peculiar connection of the Evolution Cube.

His eyes flickered, and his eyes narrowed slightly.

After a while, after he has consumed all the resources, he can consider going to those places.

After making up his mind, Lu Yuan read the news on the communication crystal. There were news
about Amy, Wang Lingling, and Ye Ye.



Amy and Lu Yuan complained that they were arrested again and went to retreat to practice, and they
wanted Lu Yuan to save her.

Lu Yuan immediately laughed and replied to practice hard.

Wang Lingling hoped that Lu Yuan would not come to see Amy. Her tone was still quite cheerful.

Lu Yuan thought that every time Amy retreats, Wang Lingling supervises it. With this woman's
character, I am afraid that she will play Amy well, and she will probably be very happy.

Lu Yuan was a little suspicious. Was it because of Wang Lingling's reason why Amy was playful
and didn't like cultivation?

He shook his head without thinking much.

Ye Ye’s news was that her ranking in the Tianjiao ranking was in the top ten and came to the
seventh place, so she told Lu Yuan.

The corners of Lu Yuan's mouth raised, and a smile appeared: "Congratulations."

With the talent of Ye Ye born king, it is not surprising to have such a ranking.

Moreover, her combat skills seem to be quite powerful. The Dark Element's transcendent gene itself
is similar to that of the Light Element. It is stronger than most transcendent genes in basic attributes,
and it is also quite powerful in elements, and its combat skills are strange and unpredictable.

With Yeye's strength, Lu Yuan was not surprised at all to be able to make it to the top ten.

In this way, Ye Ye is also preparing to break through to the King of War.

Hmm... after the end of the training, bring some delicious past, and celebrate every night.

Lu Yuan thought to himself.

It is said that after breaking through the King of War, Lu Yuan seems to be able to enter the upper
strata of Origin.

However, Lu Yuan heard that the upper level was dangerous, and planned to improve it a little bit
before going.

At that time, you can go to Sister Qinghe and the others.

With his current strength, even if he teamed up with Sister Qinghe and the others, he wouldn't be
dragged down.



After that, Lu Yuan entered the gravity room and planned to start practicing.

Before practicing, Lu Yuan planned to try the new features of the Evolution Cube.

The amplification effect for items blessed by non-gene chain.

Lu Yuan took out a bottle of Tier 3 Enhanced Spiritual Power Gene Liquid.

The third-order enhanced spiritual power gene liquid is equivalent to the spiritual power of 10,000
third-order spiritual crystals, and the absorption effect is even better.

It is a powerful item of the lord level.

Lu Yuan intends to evolve this thing.

When his mind moved, the Evolution Cube in his body flashed with a blue light, Lu Yuan's hand,
a wisp of blue light wrapped the third-order enhanced spiritual power gene liquid in his hand.

In just an instant, the blue light disappeared, and the liquid inside Lu Yuan's third-order enhanced
spiritual power gene liquid turned pale gold, and there was a little starlight flashing inside.

The information of the place of origin came to Lu Yuan's mind.

King-level spiritual power gene fluid: Tier 3 spiritual creature, containing 100,000 third-tier
spiritual crystal spiritual power.

100,000.

Lu Yuan narrowed his eyes, revealing a hint of surprise.

Directly increased ten times.

nice.

Lu Yuan felt the spiritual power consumption in the lower evolution cube again.

Then his face turned dark, and evolution consumed 200,000 third-order spirit crystals this time.

This is what the lord evolves to a king-level item, and the consumption is so large.

However, what made Lu Yuan a little relieved was that if this king-level spiritual power gene fluid
was auctioned and sold for 400,000 third-order spiritual crystals, there should still be hope for it to
be sold.



Almost can earn 100,000 third-order spirit crystals.

However, Lu Yuan didn't plan to sell it, he planned to use it for his own cultivation.

Lu Yuan thought for a while and continued to try to evolve.

The next moment, the faint blue light once again wrapped the king-level spiritual power gene liquid
in Lu Yuan's hand.

It was still an instant, the dark blue light disappeared, and the king-level spiritual power gene liquid
in Lu Yuan's hand changed again. This time the liquid inside turned into white gold, rich as
mercury.

At the same time, the message of the place of origin came out.

Emperor-level spiritual power gene fluid: Tier 3 spiritual creature, containing 1 million Tier 3
spiritual crystal spiritual power.

Lu Yuan's eyes widened slightly, a little surprised.

1 million third-order spirit crystals!

This is equivalent to 100 seventh-order spiritual crystals, and only a third- order spiritual creature
can contain the spiritual power of 100 seventh-order spiritual crystals, which is simply outrageous.

Is this the imperial spiritual power gene fluid?

A bottle of imperial-level spiritual power gene liquid can directly refine a leader-level extraordinary
gene to completion!

For ordinary war fighters, one bottle can almost be considered for breakthroughs.

Very powerful.

Lu Yuan couldn't help but sigh.

Then he looked at the consumption again.

Almost 2 million third-order spirit crystals were consumed.

Hmm... The consumption is also very powerful.

Lu Yuan looked at the imperial-level spiritual power gene liquid, and then settled.



If he wants to evolve the imperial level spiritual power gene liquid cultivation, the resources needed
will be about three times the original. He originally refined an emperor-level gene, he needed
millions of seventh-order spiritual crystals, and now he does it. , About three or four million
seventh- order spirit crystals?

This... is too much consumption, right?

Lu Yuan frowned. Even his current wealth couldn't support such a consumption.

After all, his total wealth now is equivalent to more than 50 million seventh- order spirit crystals.

According to this calculation, it might happen that the extraordinary gene can only be tempered to
completion, and the spirit crystals that have evolved after the breakthrough will be gone.

Maybe it may not be perfect.

Lu Yuan thought for a while, and planned to continue to try if he could evolve again.

His mind moved again, and it turned out that the Evolution Cube did not move.

Is it the limit?

For the spiritual creatures and genetic weapons blessed on the genetic chain, they can now evolve to

surpass the emperor level.

But for items that are not blessed on the gene chain, they can only evolve to the Emperor level...

Well, as expected.

Lu Yuan had guessed before. Although he was a little disappointed, he was also prepared.

In that case, you can try to use this imperial level spiritual power gene liquid to see the speed of
cultivation.

At that time, we will determine how to practice.

Lu Yuan drank the platinum liquid.

As soon as he entered the body, the incomparable spiritual power slowly penetrated into Lu Yuan's
body.

This spiritual power is extremely huge, you know, this is a hundred seventh- order spiritual crystals,
even for Lu Yuan, drinking it at once is an extremely huge spiritual power.



However, this spiritual power seemed to be sealed by an invisible force, and it blended into Lu
Yuan's body very gently, without burden at all.

This effect...

Lu Yuan's pupils shrank slightly.

Sure enough, the burden is much smaller than that of strengthening the spiritual power gene liquid.

Lu Yuan fully absorbed the spirit crystals, and at the absorption speed of Lu Yuan, this huge
spiritual power was completely absorbed in just two minutes.

Absorb 100 seventh-order spiritual crystals in two minutes.

One hour, 3,000 pills? !

No... Counting the time consumed by evolution, even if it absorbs 100 in three minutes, there will
be an absorption rate of 2,000 seventh-order spiritual crystals in an hour.

Lu Yuan's pupils shrank, and his eyes were full of shock.

This cultivation speed is terrible.

You know, Lu Yuan used to be at the Battle Sovereign level, and when the absorption efficiency
was the highest, the absorption rate was only about 600 in an hour!

It's tripled now? ?

If calculated according to the training speed of twelve hours a day, it is equivalent to 24,000
spiritual crystals.

This is just one day!

Even if the cultivation time in the place of origin does not increase, only sixty days, sixty days can
also increase the absorption of more than one million seventh-order spiritual crystals.

As long as the time of two origins, an emperor-level gene can be refined to the point of
consummation.

How terrifying is this practice speed?

Lu Yuan had a tingling scalp.

Do it!



We have to go bankrupt!

But it has to be like a way to get more spirit crystals~www.mtlnovel.com~ Otherwise, he will die
of poverty afterwards.

Lu Yuan looked at the Evolution Cube. Since it has this evolutionary effect, it is better to try to be
a middleman and collect some third-tier, fourth- tier, and fifth-tier spiritual objects, and then sell
them after they evolve to high quality.

This should make a difference?

Of course, the evolved quality must not exceed the original rank limit of these spirit creatures,
otherwise it would be too conspicuous.

Lu Yuan thought for a while, and planned to try again later. Now that he has cultivated well, he
should leave his wealth with about three million seventh- order spirit crystals, which should be
enough to try.

After all, Lu Yuan's target population is the largest number of warriors to the level of war king, and
the cost is not very high.

After that, Lu Yuan began to practice.

Assimilate it while evolving the imperial spiritual power gene fluid.

In about twelve hours, Lu Yuan reached his limit.

Absorbed 24,000 seventh-order spiritual crystals, of course, the cost of this practice is a full
72,000 seventh-order spiritual crystals.

This is just one day!

The consumption speed of this spirit crystal, even the Emperor of War did not dare to play like this.

However, the effect is obvious. Because Lu Yuan intends to close the gap in the space of the
ice-veined star, the first gene to be tempered is the starry sky roaming. Even for the starry sky
roaming, the tempering degree of 2 has been increased, of course, this is only the early stage.

Based on Lu Yuan’s estimation, it would take more than six million seventh- order spirit crystals to
refine the starry sky roaming to completion, um... according to his own three times the training cost,
it would be about twenty million seventh-order spiritual crystals. Lingjing.

Thinking about this, Lu Yuan suddenly felt a little pain.



This is too expensive.
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